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2017 YEAR-IN-REVIEW AND 2018 WINTER OUTLOOK
 Summer 2017 was the second driest and fifth
warmest in Montana since record-keeping
began in 1895.
 In the summer 2017, the lack of rainfall and
brisk winds in eastern Montana led to a rapid
onset severe drought, or a “flash drought”,
across the state.
 By the middle of the century (e.g. 2050),
summer conditions are expected to be
significantly warmer but with more
precipitation compared to the summer months
of 2017
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 During fall of 2017, Montana entered a La
Niña event. La Niña events often bring cooler
temperatures across the state as well as
increased winter precipitation specifically to
western Montana.

FORECAST:
Winter Outlook

 For winter 2018, above average precipitation
and below normal temperatures are forecasted
across Montana, in line with a typical La Niña
event. However, given the soil moisture deficit
hanging on from last summer, it is too early
to tell if this forecast will improve the spring
growing season. Keep an eye on subsurface soil
moisture levels, especially in eastern Montana.
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WHERE ARE YOU
Throughout this newsletter, we will be reporting
weather and forecasts for the seven climate
divisions of Montana. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
defines climate divisions in Montana to roughly
conform to major watersheds, adjusted to match
county and agricultural region boundaries.
Climate information in this newsletter is often
summarized across these climate divisions.
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INTRODUCTION

Weather or Climate?
The difference between weather and climate is dependent on time. To understand
climate at a given place requires looking at weather over relatively long periods of time.
Weather is the day-to-day interaction of factors like temperature, humidity, precipitation,
cloudiness, visibility, and wind. In addition to studying weather, scientists examine climate
trends or cycles of variability to understand the bigger picture of long-term changes.

IN A WORD...
Weather and climate forecasters use words and information in very particular ways that may be
different from what we are accustomed to. Here is a list of terms we use in this newsletter:
Normal(s) — Climatologists
use “normal” to indicate
values—weather
measurements like temperature or
amount of precipitation—that are
expected to occur within a given
area, based on past observations.
Here, the “normal” value is the
statistical median value for a given
measurement over the 1981–2010
time period, a standard period for
defining climatology in North America.
The median is the middle value
among observed values were they all
arranged from smallest to largest. 50
percent of the values are above the
median, and 50 percent are below it.
Temperature and
Precipitation — Throughout
this newsletter, we report
past temperature and
precipitation data derived
directly from the NOAA US
Climate Division dataset (https://
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/monitoringreferences/maps/us-climate-divisions.
php). Temperature data are reported
as seasonal averages; precipitation
data are reported as seasonal total
precipitation.
Drought —
The US Drought Monitor
identifies general areas of
drought and labels them by intensity.

Maps of drought intensity are used
by policy-makers, resource managers,
and agricultural producers to make
decisions. More information about the
US Drought Monitor can be found at
http://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/.
Percent Soil Saturation —
A measure of the water
content in the soil. In
the maps in this newsletter, soil
saturation is estimated from NASA’s
Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP)
satellite program: https://smap.jpl.
nasa.gov. Soil moisture content is
mapped via a combination of radar and
radiometer measurements from space
at an ~10 km spatial resolution.
Snow Water Equivalent
(SWE) — SWE is the
amount of water contained
within the snowpack. It can be
thought of as the depth of water
that would theoretically result if you
melted the entire snowpack. SWE
is measured across the West by the
SNOTEL network of snow monitoring
stations: https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.
gov/about/mon_automate.html. The
SWE percent of normal represents the
current snow water equivalent found
at selected SNOTEL sites in the basin
compared to the normal value for
those sites from 1981–2010.

La Niña/
El Niño —
El Niño and La Niña are
the warm and cool phases of a
recurring climate pattern across the
tropical Pacific. The El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) is one of several
global climate phenomena that affect
Montana’s weather patterns.

Soil Conditions:
• Very poor — Extreme degree of loss
to yield potential. Pastures provide
little or no feed.
• Very short — Within the top 6” of
soil, moisture supply is considerably
less than what is required for
normal plant development.
• Please go to https://www.nass.usda.
gov/Publications/National_Crop_
Progress/Terms_and_Definitions/
index.php for more soil condition
and crop definitions.
Flash drought — Short
periods of no rainfall and/
or warm temperatures that
induce low and rapidly decreasing soil
moisture.
Mid-Century —
2040–2069 AD.
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Summer 2017: In review
82.5 ºF

+4.2 from norm

June through August of 2017
was the second driest and sixth
warmest summer in Montana
since record-keeping began
in 1895. Maximum daytime
temperatures during this period
were 3.8 degrees higher than
normal, and the state as a whole
received on average half of our
normal summertime precipitation.
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−7
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Jun−Aug, 2017
Max. Temperature
Deviation from Normal (ºF)

Average maximum daytime temperature and
deviation from normal during June – August, 2017.

2.1 in.

−3.1 from norm

1.7 in.

−3.8 from norm

3.2 in.

−2.6 from norm
2.2 in.

Spring progressed to summer with little rainfall
and above normal temperatures starting in June.
In eastern Montana, abnormally windy conditions
and extreme daytime temperatures contributed
to depletion of soil moisture through evaporation
from soil and plants.

Water erosion in Eastern
Montana, August 1977.
USDA NRCS
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Jun−Aug, 2017
Total Precipitation
Deviation from 1981−2010 Normal (in.)

Average total precipitation and deviation from
normal during June – August, 2017.
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Summer 2017: Drought
Drought conditions spread westward
throughout the summer. By the end
of August, the USDA US Drought
Monitor declared exceptional, extreme,
or severe drought conditions across most
of Montana. According to the USDA, 41%
of Montana pasture and range conditions
were very poor and 73% of topsoil moisture
conditions were very short.
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20−30%
30−35%
35−40%
40−45%
45−50%
50−60%
>60%

% Soil Saturation
2017−09−01

Satellite-derived percent soil saturation at 0–8” soil depth at
the end of summer. The end of summer soil moisture conditions
were well below saturation levels throughout the state with the
exception of the south central region.

A clump of soil dug up from Producer Dirk
O’Conner’s corn field. Plevna, MT., July 2013
USDA NRCS

Abnormally
Dry
Moderate
Drought
Severe
Drought
Extreme
Drought
Exceptional
Drought

Drought Intensity
August 29, 2017

Drought conditions as provided by the US Drought Monitor as
of the end of August, 2017.

Summer Conditions of 2017
June 23

Governor Bullock
declares a drought
emergency for 19
counties in Eastern
Montana.

July 18

“Hoot Owl” fishing
restrictions are enacted
in Southwest Montana
due to warm water and
low streamflow.

July 25

The Lodgepole Fire Complex
has burned 270,000 acres
and continues to grow.

August 2

Summer conditions, now
called a “Flash Drought,”
continue to decimate crops
and pasture land.

August and
September

Wildfires lead to poor
air quality across the
state while Seeley Lake
residents experience
hazardous air for more
than a month.
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Summer 2017: Mid-century prospects
Understanding how climate change will
impact agriculture yield in the future can be
difficult. It is often easier to contemplate what
future projections of climate will look like
when comparing them to a time period that
has recently occurred. We compared future
mid-century temperature and precipitation
projections to the 1981–2010 normals and to
this past summer.
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What about summer 2017?
How does it compare to the midcentury (2040–2069) projections?
For western Montana, the summer of
2017 is a good analog to the “new normal” 30
years hence, while the eastern part of the state
should expect even warmer summers. Summer
2017 was extremely dry, however, and it was
significantly drier than we expect during the
mid-century. The upshot is that Montanans
should be prepared for a future of increasingly
arid summers.
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−7
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Jun−Aug, AD 2040−2069
Max. Temperature
Deviation from 1981−2010 Normal (ºF)

Mid-century summers are predicted to be far warmer than normal, with
daytime high temperatures across the state averaging 83.9 ºF, or 6.1
degrees above normal. Precipitation, meanwhile, is predicted to remain
close to normal or decrease slightly. This scenario will likely lead to
more evaporation and less water available to crops and pasture. On the
flip side, longer growing seasons might allow for new crops or varieties
to be put into rotation, or for additional cuttings of hay and alfalfa.
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Fall Conditions of 2017
September 10

Montana Department of
Agriculture expands the
hay lottery to provide
relief for ranchers.

November 3

Hunters in Northcentral
Montana notice
a decline in bird
populations, possibly
due to drought.

December 13

Producers forced to
sell heat stressed malt
barely crops as feed,
potentially impacting
beer production.
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Fall 2017: A return to normal
In Fall 2017, the rains mercifully
returned to Montana, helping to end
among the most costly and destructive
fire season on record. Temperature and
precipitation across the state were very close
to normal values, and especially so in eastern
Montana. Unfortunately, normal precipitation is
not enough to erase the moisture deficit. The US
Drought Monitor in late November still classified
much of the eastern half of the state as being
under extreme or severe drought conditions.

Abnormally
Dry
Moderate
Drought
Severe
Drought
Extreme
Drought
Exceptional
Drought

Drought Intensity
November 28, 2017

September-November 2017 Seasonal Drought

Winter 2018: Outlook
Soil moisture conditions as of January 13, 2018
vary between 20 and 60 percent saturation
throughout the state. Western Montana has
higher levels of saturation, 45 percent and above.
Eastern and southwestern Montana have lower
levels of saturation, between 20 and 45 percent.
Current Snow Water Equivalent (SWE)
percentages are at normal or abovenormal throughout the state. Snowpack
in Central Montana is very high, upwards of
155% of normal values (1981–2010).
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Highwood Divide snowcourse in Highwood
Mountains of central Montana. Forest service
cooperators assist with monthly snow
measurements.

% Soil Saturation
2018−01−13

USDA NRCS

Current Soil Moisture 2018
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February 15, 2018
Snow Water Equivalent
% of 1981−2010 median

Current Snow Water Equivalent 2018
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La Niña: Helpful, but will it be enough?
In fall 2017, we entered a La Niña
climate pattern. La Niña conditions
can result in cooler and wetter
conditions across Montana and typically
more confidence in the winter forecast. La
Niña conditions are caused by cooling of
sea surface temperatures in the equatorial
Pacific Ocean, leading to a shift in the polar
jet stream southward over Montana.
La Niña conditions can have significant
impacts on the agricultural sector in
Montana. Drought conditions, which emerged
in the late spring and early summer, are
proving to be a challenge for winter wheat,
particularly in eastern Montana. However,
wetter soils in central Montana will be beneficial for spring
planting and forage growth next year. Because of cooler than

January–March:
Forecast
Given the soil moisture deficit
hanging on from last summer, it is too
early to tell if the cooler and wetter
conditions forecast for winter will improve the
spring growing season, though the US Drought
Monitor is forecasting an improvement in
drought conditions. Keep an eye on subsurface
soil moisture levels, especially in eastern
Montana. For eastern Montana agricultural
producers, it will be important to keep a close
watch on precipitation and soil moisture this
winter and into spring. For western Montana,
the NOAA seasonal outlooks favor above-normal
precipitation this winter and the area received
above-normal precipitation in January. Portions
of central to western Montana are closer to
seeing drought removal than areas farther east.
For more localized weather and soil moisture
conditions see the Montana Mesonet website:
www.climate.umt.edu/mesonet/Stations

normal conditions we might see a reduction in the overwintering
of pests. Large snowfalls and/or extreme cold temperatures
could lead to calving or lambing issues.
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January-March 2018 Seasonal Temperature Outlook
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ABOUT US

About Montana Drought and Climate and the Montana Climate Office
WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK!
Do you have questions, stories about climate
impacts on your operations, or suggestions
regarding how we can make this newsletter better?
Please email us at mtdrought@umontana.edu.

Montana Climate Office
Montana Forest & Conservation
Experiment Station
University of Montana
32 Campus Drive
Missoula, MT 59812
406-243-6793
mtdrought@umontana.org
http://climate.umt.edu/

Montana Drought and Climate is a USDA-funded product
of the Montana Climate Office (MCO) at the W.A. Franke
College of Forestry & Conservation at the University
of Montana, in collaboration with the Montana State
University Extension Service. The MCO is an independent
state-designated body that provides Montanans with highquality, timely, relevant, and scientifically-based climate
information and services. We strive to be a credible and
expert source of information for decision makers that
rely on the most current information on climate to make
important decisions. It is also the role of the MCO to
assist stakeholders in interpreting climate information
or adapting climate products to their needs. Production
of this newsletter is supported by Water for Agriculture
Challenge Area grant no. 2017-67027-26313 from the
USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture. Any
opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations
expressed in this publication are those of the author(s)
and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

